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Iraq faces worrisome drug problem
Nermeen Mufti

Baghdad

B

efore the US-led invasion
in 2003, the United Nations and Interpol said
Iraq was completely clean
of drugs but warned that
the country could become a consuming market as it had quickly
developed into a transit point on a
drug-trafficking route to major producer Afghanistan.
By 2016, addiction and consumption have become worrisome with
increased domestic crime, especially by teenagers seeking to finance
their habit.
Recently, one of a series of crimes
that rattled Baghdad involved a
male teenager who killed his father
for money to buy cocaine. A female
university senior was arrested in a
brothel where she had sex for money to buy a local brand of heroin
called “Crystal”.
Prior to 2003, it was believed that
no narcotics of any kind could be
found in Iraq, despite its proximity
to Iran, a large consumer market,
and its location between Afghanistan and the West. Under dictator
Saddam Hussein, drug traffickers
and consumers were sentenced to
death.

“Addiction among
street children
jumped 75% since
2003.”

Hanan Ali, a children
rights activist

Gradually after the invasion, Iraq
became a passageway for drugs
bound for Saudi Arabia and other
Gulf countries as well as Europe. A
fraction ended up in the local market to satisfy demand mostly by foreigners.
In August 2003, the UN Office on
Drugs and Crime (UNODC) said after a two-week fact-finding mission
about organised crime and traffick-

ing in narcotics that drugs were “not
yet a real problem” in Iraq.
However, UNODC warned that a
“strong possibility of an increased
drug trafficking exists”. Again, UNODC based its prediction on Iraq lying along a major drug route from
Afghanistan.
The UN agency recommended
that the “criminal justice system
requires substantial reforms to respond effectively to the challenges
of organised crime and drug trafficking”.

By 2016, addiction and
consumption have
become worrisome
with increased
domestic crime.
Iraqi Judge Kadhim al Zaidy said
in recent research that combating
drug trafficking required a special
force, similar to the anti-terrorism
squads, as a first and immediate
step and that the force should be
deployed to all borders and airports.
Lawyer Amjad Hussein said drug
penalties should be harsher. He
specifically referred to a 1994 drug
law, modified in 1996, that states
that dealing with certain pills and
medicines either through trafficking
or selling by a pharmacist without a
doctor’s prescription is a crime.
“Laws pertaining to combating
drugs do not suit the present time,”
Hussein said. “They were more severe in the ‘60s of the last century”.
Almost every week, there are reports of drugs trafficking and drug
victims.
Ban, the 22-year-old female college student, was caught in a brothel
in Baghdad recently. She was quoted as saying that her addicted boyfriend lured her to try drugs. When
she became addicted, he forced her
to work in the brothel to make money to buy Crystal.
In Baghdad’s Bataween district,
known as a hub for drug and sex trafficking, young Iraqi widow Ahlam
said her monthly use of a specific
brand of local pills is estimated at

A 2013 file photo shows seized drugs being incinerated by Iraqi Kurdish security forces in the Iraqi
northern city of Erbil.
50,000 Iraqi dinars — about $400.
“I became addicted to these pills
since my husband was killed during the sectarian war,” ten years ago.
She said she started out as a prostitute, “going with five or more men
each night, to make enough money
to buy the drugs”.
According to Abdul Ridha Ali, a
social worker in an Iraqi court, the
majority of the addicted people in
Iraq are from “fragmented and poor
families, which are jobless and also
street children”.
Nadhim, a young Iraqi father, became addicted to Crystal, the most
expensive drug and harmful on the
neurological system. He is from a
wealthy background. “I couldn’t flee

Syrians seek shelter in caves
Ahmad Ramadan

Northern Syria

F

ive years into Syria’s civil
war, families have made
their homes in caves and
ancient tombs in a desperate attempt to shield
themselves from barrel bombs and
artillery bombardments.
Abdel Salam Fadel, from Kansafra, for more than a year has been
living in one of the tombs and caves
dotting the hillsides around the
north-western province of Idlib.
“For 45 years, I never dared go into
this cavern but when my house was
destroyed in heavy bombardment,
I had no other choice but to move
in.”
Fadel has organised the 400-sq.metre cave into living quarters for
his large family and a place to keep
his goats. “Many displaced families
who lost their homes in the village
shifted to tens of Roman caves littering the area. Some caves are
quite spacious and shared by more
than one family,” he said.

Northern rural parts of
Aleppo province have
provided natural
shelters for the warbattered population.
Idlib province is a stronghold of
the newly rebranded Jabhat Fateh
al-Sham, which said it cut ties with
al-Qaeda in late July and changed
its name from al-Nusra Front. It has
been regularly targeted by Syrian
and Russian air attacks.
Northern rural parts of Aleppo
province have provided natu-

ral shelters for the war-battered
population. Many like Abdo Chahine from the village of Ratyan say
they prefer living in a cave over
a crammed Syrian refugee camp,
which is also subject to attack.
“The village was totally deserted
after being destroyed in the beginning of the year in an attack by government forces. My neighbours and
I settled in tents in a refugee camp
at first but the place was bombarded, prompting us to seek shelter in
caves on the outskirts of the [adjacent] town of Anadan, which is
known as the area of caverns,” said
Chahine.
The father of five young children
said he worked for more than ten
years in neighbouring Lebanon to
save enough money to build his
house. “It was all gone in five minutes. I saw my house being turned
into a mound of stones by a barrel
bomb. I never imagined that I will
go back to living in caves like thousands of years ago,” he said.
“These caves were dens for
wolves and hyenas and no one
dared go near them. They have become dwellings for people instead
but at least here I can sleep with my
family safely without fear of being
buried under rubble,” Chahine said.
Many of the caves are natural
and others are ancient tombs or
mine workings. “The areas of rural Aleppo and Idlib are known
for comprising hundreds of caves,
some of which were excavated by
the Romans and later enlarged by
the Ottomans,” noted Abdel Kader
Mohamad, a former professor of geography at Aleppo University.
“The caves were used in the past
as rest stations for troops while
travelling on military campaigns
and, at a later stage, they served as

the turmoil in Iraq and I couldn’t
bear to live without drugs,” he added.
“As a result of my addiction, I
started losing everything: my wife
and two kids,” he said. He said his
father told him he was ready to help
him out “provided that I quit immediately”.
“There’s an insufficient number of
rehab centres in Iraq,” he added.
There are no statistics for the
number of drug consumers or dealers in Iraq but UNODC insists that
Iraq has become a “vital” destination for drug trafficking in the area.
A police officer, speaking on condition of anonymity said drugs suddenly poured into Iraq’s streets after

Internally displaced children attend a class inside a cave in the
rebel-controlled village of Tramla, in Idlib province, Syria.
hideouts for revolutionaries resisting French occupation. Today, they
are dwellings for families fleeing
the regime attacks,” Mohamad said.
One of the caves in Kansafra was
turned into a makeshift school after many school buildings in the
area were severely damaged in air
strikes.

“Some 60 students are attending
underground classes, sitting right
on the floor after they lost their
school,” media activist Abdel Aziz
Khalil said in an online interview.
“Despite the harsh conditions
and dangers of living in caverns,
families prefer them to the overcrowded tented camps where there

April 2003, because of the insecurity, chaos and corruption. He said
while tens of drug storehouses are
shut down, farms planting marijuana are destroyed and raids on dealers and consumers continue.
Hanan Ali, a children rights activist, said the Iraqi authorities do not
admit the problems; “therefore,
solutions have become hard to find
and apply”.
“Addiction among street children
jumped 75% since 2003 and even
those children have become tools in
the hands of street gangsters to sell
and distribute drugs,” Ali added.
Nermeen Mufti is an Iraqi journalist
based in Baghdad.

is no privacy, a matter that is quite
disturbing for conservative Syrian families,” Khalil said. Although
some caves are fairly spacious, they
are dark and airless and become
particularly stuffy when they are
shared by more than one family.
Rebel fighters are also using the
caves. Further south in Al-Lajat in
eastern rural Deraa, hillside caves
serve as hideouts and training
space for the rebel al-Omari Brigades, which was set up by a dissident Syrian Army officer from the
area.
“The caves constituted a safe
place to gather our fighters. Some
are quite large allowing us to give
lessons and training inside,” said
a group commander going by the
nom de guerre Abou Hazza.
“The caves in Al-Lajat region are
also home for more than 150 families who took shelter there despite
the hazards of having their children
being bitten by snakes and stung by
scorpions,” he said.
People living in the caves suffer from a lack of food and water.
Their main form of sustenance is
the sparse greenery and vegetation found between rocks on the
mountains. They have no access
to health care or medicine, which
makes them especially vulnerable
in an area also home to poisonous
snakes.
There is a sense of history repeating itself in the caves of Idlib, Aleppo and Deraa where people lived
thousands of years ago but modern
day cave-dwellers yearn to return
to their homes.
Ahmad Ramadan, a pseudonym
used for safety reasons, is a
reporter in northern Syria who
contributes to The Arab Weekly.

